__ season is when hunting can take place
Sometimes the __ of animal is of more interest than the meat
A hunting __ is used to hide and wait for game
The "bag __" states how much game can be killed by one hunter
The earliest hunting tools were __ and spears
Foxhounds, Coonhounds, and Bassett Hounds use hunt by __
Frontiersmen traded animal __ and meat for other necessities
Native Americans used bows and __ to hunt
Duck hunters often use __ in ordered to lure ducks nearby
A hunting __ might include antlers or the full head mounted for display
She is the Greek goddess of the hunt
Deer, elk, moose, bear and big homed sheep are considered _____
The American Bison, or __, was hunted by Native Americans
The hunting for vermin for pest __ can benefit the environment
These small mammals have been used to hunt rabbits
Game __ in the U.S. enforce the hunting laws and protect wildlife
Field __ removes the internal organs of an animal
The use of birds of prey for hunting is called __
Turkey, quail and __ are common game birds
__ is hunting illegally
The British call "deer hunting" deer __
__ is a form of hunting that uses ropes, cages or metal contraptions
Teddy __ went on a big game safari in 1909
Ducks and geese are considered __
Some hunters wear __ in order to blend in with their surroundings
Hunting is considered by many to be a type of __
A dog that hunts using its speed and vision is called a __
Depending on laws, hunters may use rifles, bows, traps, or __